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Abstract

In the work we have  advanced another scenario for Universe creation and its evolution, 
respectively, when the decay of a huge number 8010≅ of Micro-black-holes (micro-
virtual black holes) as generated due of Quantum fluctuations at Reheating (at 2.4x1013 

÷8.85x109 GeV ), and when themselves  till the  Confinement epoch (~10-6s; V=2.1GeV; 
T=1015K) adjust theirs dimensions to that of −+ ee pairs (quarks), by radiating  soft free 
(mass less) photons and keeping a gravitational charges (mass less gravitons) in event 
horizon as has recently agreed by Hawking et all (2016). Later at Confinement or 
Hadrons epoch (~10-6s; V=2GeV; T=1013K), these  generate an electrical field ( E ) that 
produces a Meissner effect at the interface between normal phase of quarks tubes and the 
superconducting phase a   superconductor magnetic field ( B ) generated by the soft free 
photons as color  gluons condensate the. The inverse value of the penetration length of B
is just ±W mass at high densities (QED ) and, the effective non-abelian color gluon mass 
( GeV2≈ ) at QCD. 
After the Ionization time (9.8 billions years), the  existing free photons  and electrons 
together form Quantum Wells  where are  generated  _ee +   excitons, called polaritons as 
in Earth’s experiments. These polaritons sustains the accelerated expansion of Universe, 
their mass and energy verifies the cosmological constant, that one can consider them as 
dark energy. During matter creation (+dark matter) a fix number of particles 8010≅   and a 
total mass of ][102.2 53 KgM ×≅  are obtained, that it is a spectacular result, which it 
could be the essential prove of the entirely model. Also, is proposed a new test for the 
finally proof of the model as the deduction of the lifetime value of the −β  decay of the 
free neutron. 

1. Introduction
When the decay of a huge number 8010≅ of Micro-black-holes (micro-virtual black 
holes- BHµ ) as been produced due of Quantum fluctuations [1a] at Reheating 
((at2.4x1013 ÷8.85x109 GeV; t=3.3x10-32s; T=2.6x1026K), that generates during theirs 
decaying  the same number of soft photons [1a],[1c] which condensate later at 
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Confinement into gluons , and when  the Micro-black-holes themselves  adjust theirs 
dimensions to that of electrons ( −+ ee ) pair and of  others leptons (quarks) but  keeping 
the gravitational charge [1a]. 
At Confinement (~10-6s; V=2.1GeV; T=1013K) these ex-Micro-black-holes as becoming 

−+ ee pairs (quarks) which gives an external electrical field ( E )  [1a], that  produces later 
at  the interface between normal phase and the superconducting phase a superconductor 
magnetic field ( B ) generated by the free photons color  gluons condensate a Meissner 
effect. The inverse value of the penetration length of B  is  the effective non-abelian color 
gluon mass ( GeV2≈ ) at QCD. Thus, finally,  the  color gluon condensate components (
B ) which equilibrate the quarks electrical field E (that at theirs turn equilibrate the 
gravitational charge)  gives the expansion rate (curvature) of Universe as expressed 
through the Hubble length from Einstein Equation [1a]. 
After the discovery of quark )(q jets in 1975 in qqee →− −+  at SLAC, detailed studies 
in understanding the hadronisation process, and hence the energy-momentum profiles of 
the quark jets, were initiated in 1977 by Feynman and Field. These −+ ee pair’s collisions 
generate either as gGeV 3)6.94( →Υ , )( gluonsg −  near the characteristic energy of 
electroweak symmetry breaking GeV100≈ , or )( fewGeVgqq ≈ , a jet−3  like in PETRA, 
DESY experiments, for more details see [1b]. At SLAC these gqq flux tube is generated 
by an external  electrical field E  by Schwinger effect or −+ − ee  collision.. 
Also, it will be shown [1a] that the  masses and the number  of BHµ particles coincide 
with the numbers of quarks pairs, gluons pairs, electrons pairs, and finally of the new 
introduced, the polaritons as dark energy after  Ionization time, when by tunneling as the 
Schwinger effect with an  external electrical field crEE ≅ ,  here the electric field E  
being  induced by −+ − ee  pairs. It was confirmed that the photons decoupling (at 
Recombination- H atoms forming) when the Thomson scattering with electrons reaction 
rate Ten σγ =Γ becomes smaller than the expansion rate, the photons do not scatter any 
more, theirs distribution freezes and red shifts ( z )    with the expansion. The 
recombination it was reconfirmed to occur at K3000≈ , 1100≈z   at Ionization time. 
Recently a new type of system exhibiting spontaneous coherence has emerged—the 
exciton–polariton condensate. Exciton–polaritons (or polaritons for short) are bosonic 
quasiparticles that exist inside semiconductor microcavities, consisting of a superposition 
of an exciton and a cavity photon. Above a threshold density the polaritons 
macroscopically (visible) occupy the same quantum state, forming a condensate. The 
polaritons have a lifetime that is typically comparable to or shorter than thermalization 
times, giving them an inherently non-equilibrium nature.

2. How determine BHµ  particles production the timeline of Universe

In Inflation models [2], the scale leaving the horizon at a given epoch is directly related 
to the number )(ϕN of e -folds of slow-roll inflation that occur after the epoch of horizon 
exit. Indeed, since H -the Hubble length is slowly varying, we have

Hdt
a
dtaadaHdkd ==≅=


ln))(ln(ln . From the definition Eq. (38) of [2] this gives 
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)(ln ϕdNkd −=  as of eq.(46) from [2], and therefore )()ln( ϕNkkend = , or, 
][mkek N

end =  where endk  is the scale leaving the horizon at the end of slow-roll 
inflation, or usually  ][11 mkk end

−− < < ,  the correct equation being ][ 1−= mekk N
end . When 

the wavelength ])[( 1 mk −  is large compared to the Hubble length ])[( 1 mH − , the distance 
that light can travel in a Hubble time becomes small compared to the wavelength, and 
hence all motion is very slow and the pattern is essentially frozen in.
Since, the FLRW metric of the universe must be of the form 222

3
22 )( dtcdstads −=

where 2
3ds  is a three-dimensional metric that must be one of (a) flat space, (b) a sphere of 

constant positive curvature or (c) a hyperbolic space with constant negative curvature, or 

for small commoving time 
aHc

dt 1= ,  we can consider the distance as endaadsL =≅= , 

so the volume is given by: 

][1)( 34 sm
c

aVmatter =          

       During Universe evolution [2a], the horizon leave is when 1== leaveleaveleave Hka ,; 
][10 2711 mHk leaveleave

−−− == , scHt leaveleave
361 103.3 −− ×== ; when the Electroweak epoch 

begins. Here the  Hubble constant  is defined as  43

4
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ππ →=  , 

Therefore,  we consider   Micro-black-holes pairs, but that occur with a number density 
of approximately one per Quantum bubble ref. [6]cited in [1a], initially it was  
considered per Planck volume [1a] , that means 3693 10 −− ≅≅ mdn H , for Hubble constant 

][10 231 mHd H
−− ==  at horizon entry when the field becomes GeVV 131015.1 ×= , 

6.2=enda , 67369
_ 106.510 ×=×= endInflationend an , see below.

Thus, it was established that these "vacuum fluctuations" which in fact take place at 
Reheating in Universe evolution  when the field of Quantum bubble becomes 

GeVV 131015.1 ×= , 261066.2 ×=T ; 321 103.3 −− ×== cHt , and when the curvature 
radius at Horizon entry is ][104.2 23 mR −×= ; Hubble constant is ][10 231 mH end

−− = ; and 
the mass of BHµ particle is kgm BH

14102 −×=µ  (see below),  and  these affect the 
properties of the vacuum, giving it a nonzero energy known as vacuum energy, itself a 
type of zero-point energy.
Here, we introduce the following our derivation. Thus, from [1a], the Ricci scalar 

curvature is )(6 22 aaaa  +−=ℜ  , which reduces to 2
22

6 a
ac

=ℜ , or 

Λ+=
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Since, Htea ≈ ,                                                             
HtHea = ;                                                                  
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][ 1 =− ; with GeVV 131015.1 ×= at quantum fluctuations, the curvature R   is 

][104.2 23 mR −×≅ , see below,  and horizon-entry is when N
leaveend ekk −= ; 

][106.2 123 −×= mk end , 6.2=enda , ][10 123 −= mH end ,  scHt endend
321 103.3 −− ×== we 

chose 25.8=N  to match the iterations cycle: 
NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ − 1εν , and 

the scale arrives  at  1≅= endendend Hka  with ][10 231 mH end
−− =  at horizon entry.

The field is ][18401015.1 13 JGeVV BH →×== µε ; the volume of BHµ particle is 
smcV Cvol

31244 103.2 −×== λ , the Compton length being  mcC =λ ; ][106.1 29 mC
−×=λ

.

The number of BHµ  pairs could be estimated as 6710==
BH

Universe
BH m

M
N

µ
µ    ; where 

kgm BH
14102 −×=µ      

and the necessary volume is ][106.4 3203 mNV cBHnecessary
−×=×= λµ , 

][1056.1 374 smcaVUniverse
−×≅=

, and the available volume is; ][8.17)( 33 maVavailable == .  
The proof is given as:  the energy of Universe is 

JccME UUniverse
702532 109.1102.2 ×=×== , so 

6770 101840109.1 =×== BHUniverseBH EN µµ ε that verifies the above value.
Another proof-the light bending by Earth

Now, in same way as for a nucleon [1c] we can derive a similar formula for the Earth, 
where in place of the  Lorenz force LF  we use  the gravitational pressure due of  gravity 
charges  on the curvature radius Earthζ of Earth, which  is given as:

18
2

)(_
4

22

1046.2
)(4 −×=

⋅
=






endHorizonentry

EarthP

Earth

Earth

ac
nMGG

R
πζ

where, 21)( cMG P =  is the gravity charge embedded in the  quarks of  nucleons of 

number Earthnucleonsn _  inside the  Earth: 5157.32767.124.975 eee =− , and the Earth 

radius is ][637.6 meREarth = ,
and the Schwarzschild radius

][0386.82
2

me
c
GM −==ζ

, or

 18
26

2

2

2

101.2
)1037.6(

00886.0 −×=
×

=
R
ζ

, and the light bending is 9104.1 −×== Rζθ

, that proves the concept of gravity charges.
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Now, we will verify for entire Universe, when we have 

56.4
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; where ][1025.3
2 26

2 m
c

GM U
U ×==ζ , and the 

curvature radius of Universe is ][1029.1 26 mRU ×= , and the number of particles is 

7010≅Un , so 36.62

2

=
U

U

R
ζ

Also, the force and the energy of pure gravity charge (or gravitons) result to be 
JacaMG endendP

262 1014.1//)( −×===Ε≅ ε  which remain frozen at horizon entry 
( 6.2≅enda ) , that could be considered  as dark matter particles near without mass

][1028.1 432 kgcmdark
−×=Ε=  , but of very high Compton length 

enddarkC amcm ≅== ][6.2λ , and of  frequency ][1014.1 8 Hzc ×== λω , : 
7013

_
69 107.410 ×=⋅⋅= enddarkenddark acaE  , ][102.4 9

_ ma darkend ×=  at TeVV 17.7= ,
st 12107.6 −×=  when the dark particles production ceases , see bellow.

The average magnitude of the electric field (negative charge) in the  event horizon of a 
micro-black-hole  is like that of the model electron given in [7], and where the inside 
“trapped” photon is similar with the “absorbed” photon from thermal energy V  in case of 

BHµ  particle, or in other words the electron is a decaying BHµ particle, with equation 
(4) from [1a]:

4
0

6

C

cE
λπ ε
=〉〈

                                               
, it results ][109.2 50 CNE ×=〉〈 , and where the gravity charge  formally corresponds as 

2ec → .
2.1 The BHµ particles production end
The Compton space-time volume BHµ particle has the size

][106.6)( 31123 smcV CCCompton
−×=×= λλ . 

Where, ][101.2 26 mcmC
−

∗ ×== λ ,                                      
, that result the quarks pairs of mass: GeVkgm 917 1085.8][106.1 ×→×= −

∗  
][10 161 mH end

−− = ; 3
_ 104.3 ×=quarksenda ; ][109.2 201 mk end

−− ×= ; 2.17=N ; 
][10 2711 mkH leaveleave

−−− == , st 251035.3 −×=
GeVaendq

913 1085.8103 ×=×=ε , KT 23102 ×=                                                    
791069 109.3109.310 ×≅×⋅=pairsn       

This represent the final number value of future particles like quarks.
 The necessary volume is ][103.1 373 mNV cpairsnecessary

−×=×= λ , 
, and the available volume is; ][109.3)( 3103 maVavailable ×== .  
The curvature radius from eq. (1) becomes ][101.4 17 mR −×= . 
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To note that in mean time a lot of the as produced  before BHµ particles,  these already 
are decayed partially mainly into quarks and gluons, so,  the total energy remaining 

J7010≅  

2.2 The BHµ dark particles production end
Where, ][106.2 20 mcmC

−
∗ ×== λ ,                                      

, that result the quarks pairs of mass: GeVkgm 323 1017.7][103.1 ×→×= −
∗  

][102 31 mH end
−− ×= ; 9

_ 1019.4 ×=quarksenda ; ][108.4 131 mk end
−− ×= ; 8.33=N ; 

][10 2711 mkH leaveleave
−−− == , st darkend

12
_ 107.6 −×=

TeVa darkenddarkend 17.7103 _
13

_ =×=ε , KT 17106×=                                                    
      

JacaE enddarkenddark
7013

_
69 107.410 ×=⋅⋅= 

, where available volume is; ][1034.7)( 3283
_ maV darkendavailable ×== .  

The curvature radius from eq. (1) becomes ][101.6 5 mR −×= . 
 It is possible that the collision (~7TeV) of two protons at LHC to mean the collision  of 
two nucleon quarks  which transform in two dark particle, by “losing” the rest of the 
insight light as two photons of high energy~125 GeV
                                                
2.3 The Confinement into nucleons

In the dual-superconductor ( BE ↔ ) picture for the QCD vacuum, the squeezing of the 
-electric flux ( E  ) between quarks (as decayed from BHµ particles) is realized by the 
dual Meissner effect, as the result of condensation (as a solenoidal electric current) of 
soft photons as color gluons (bosons) radiated by BHµ particles, which is the dual 
version of the electric charge as the Cooper pair. The order parameter is the vacuum 
expectation value of the creation operator of gluons (like a condensate under a critical 
temperature cT !), such as ee  for Cooper pairing of electrons in superconductors. The 
color confinement is based on the analogy between the superconductor and the QCD 
vacuum. In the superconductor, magnetic field is excluded due to the Meissner effect, 
which is caused by Cooper-pair condensation. As the result, the magnetic flux is 
squeezed like the Abrikosov vortex in the type II superconductor [22]. On the other hand, 
the color-electric flux is excluded in the QCD vacuum, and therefore the squeezed color-
flux tube is formed between color sources. Thus, these two systems are quite similar, and 
can be regarded as the dual version each other. The color-electric field is then excluded in 
the QCD vacuum through the dual Meissner effect, and is squeezed between color 
sources to form the hadron flux tube. 
Therefore, in case of superconductors an external magnetic flux decreases exponentially 
into the superconductor, penetrating a distance of the order λ . This distance is called the 
London penetration depth.  In a dual superconductor the roles of magnetic and electric 
fields are exchanged and the Meissner effect tries to expel electric field lines. Quarks and 
antiquarks carry opposite color charges, and for a quark–antiquark pair the 'electric' field 
lines run from the quark to the antiquark. If the quark–antiquark pair is immersed in a 
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dual superconductor, then the electric field lines get compressed to a flux tube. The 
energy associated to the tube is proportional to its length, and the potential energy of the 
quark–antiquark is proportional to their separation. As resulting from [1a] this Lorenz 
force appears to be necessary in order to equilibrate the gravity charges (gravitons) 
embedded in the quarks viewed as ex-micro-black-holes, and these gravitons themselves 
“deforms” the space-time following Einstein-Friedman equation.
So, in this paper we will continue to follow the development of references [8a; 8b; 23a; 
23b], especially, as regarding the single flux-tube solution in the dual Ginzburg-Landau 
(DGL) theory.  

Figure 1.a. The mass generation by dual Meissner effect, the β decay for a free neutron 
and, the generation of polaritons assimilated with dark energy: n -normal vacuum, s -
superconductor, QW -quantum well.

At Confinement we have for the vortex potential gqq×3 as from [8a], 
GeVV C 801 === −λε , mcC =λ , it results with eq. (1a;1.b) 

][107.3][101.1 1928 TcEBCNE ×==→×= .

Hadrons, along with the valence quarks )( vq  (white) that contribute to their quantum 
numbers, contain virtual quark–antiquark )( qq  pairs known as sea quarks )( sq , see 
figure 1.b. Sea quarks ( RR ) form when a gluon of the hadron's color field splits; this 
process also works in reverse in that the annihilation of two sea quarks produces a gluon. 
Free particles have a color charge of zero: baryons are composed of three quarks, but the 
individual quarks can have red (R), green (G), or blue (B) charges, or negatives. 
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Fig.1.b. Fields due to color charges as in sea quarks ( )( RRqq ) of valence quarks (u ), (G 
is the gluon field strength tensor). These are "colorless" combinations. Top: Color charge 
has "ternary neutral states" as well as binary neutrality (analogous to electric charge). 

The application of DGL theory to the quark-gluon-plasma (QGP) physics in the 
ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions, or in the early universe, where, a new scenario of 
the QGP formation via the annihilation of color-electric flux tubes based on the attractive 
force between them is proposed in [22]. The QGP phase is characterized as the 
deconfinement and the chiral-symmetry restoration.
There, for the same flux tubes with opposite flux direction (e.g. RR −  and RR − ), one 
finds 21 QQ −=  i.e. 32

21 eQQ −= , so that these flux tubes are attracted each other. It 
should be noted that they would be annihilated into dynamical gluons in this case.
For the different flux tubes satisfying 021 <QQ (e.g. RR −  and BB − ), one finds

62
21 eQQ −= , so that these flux tubes are attractive. In this case, they would be unified 

into a single flux tube (similar to GG −  flux tube), [8b].
The Compton space-time volume 

][102)( 3733 smcV CCCompton
−×=×= λλ . 

Where, ][108.8 17 mcmC
−

∗ ×== λ ,                                      
the effective quarks mass is 
 2242 ccqBcmm e +=∗                                                      

Or,  GeVkgm 39.0][107 28 →×= −
∗  

, which is just the qq string tensionσ . ; 
][105.1 31 mH end ×=− ; 13104.1 ×== endaa ; ][1006.1 101 mk end

−− ×= ; 2.39=N ; 
][10 2711 mkH leaveleave

−−− == , 
GeVaendgluon 1.2103 13 =×=ε ,   KT 13101×= ; t=10-6s 
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From [8a], we have 0H -an “external” electro-magnetic field of a dipole created by  the 
pair uu (the chromoelectrical colors field)
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,where ][05.0 fmr ≅ -is the electrical flux tube radius, ][48.0 fmd = -the distance between 
the two quarks charges, this is in fact equilibrated by the  gluons field  , and respectively, 
from eq. (2a;2b) at a more deep penetration 17

_
16

_ 106.8107.4 −− ×=>×= gCqqC λλ , see 
below.
Because the magnetic induction of the  color magnetic gluons current which is powered 
by electric field given by a pair of quarks ( 0H ),  202 c

gluon HHB ≅⋅≥ , it has the raw 
flow consequences squeezing this  cromoelectrical  flux into a vortex line, followed by 
forcing an organization into a triangular Abrikosov lattice, see figure 1a.
From [8a], we have the lower critical field: 
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 ,  (2a)

where 1114.0=ξ , and when near the axis, for ξ≅= 116.0x  ,  when the induction is 

1
15 2][102)( cHTB ≅×≅ξ  ; 23106×≅= cBE         

The penetration of B  is

][
.
..

2/1

2

2
0 m

en
cm

s






=

ε
λ ,  m -gluons mass, sn -number of gluons per 3][m

CJsTme
e

usuallyec →−=→=Φ ][1507.2 2
0




ππ

In the case of a homogeneous potential directed along the z-axis, the Einstein stress-
energy tensor is:

π
ε

ρ
8

22
033221100 Bc

TTTT B ==−=== ; 00 =iT ,  where ][ 3mJBρ -the magnetic 

energy density.
The equivalence between the Lorenz force energy which squeezes the electrical field eE  
done by quarks  is Bec CL λε = , and at the interface between normal and superconducting 
phase we have  cEB ≅ , with  ±e  (the quarks as decaying BHµ particles ) pairs  giving 

E  as:  2
2 mcmcc

e
ecTk

C
CLB =====






λ
λεν , and accounting that the inverse of the 

penetration length  Cλλ ≅ .
Also, the interaction energy at interface BE − , see figure 1a; 1b. is: 

][
8

22
0 JVV

BcV
volB

vol === ρ
π

ε
ε ,                                 (2b)
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38)4(2 CCcCvolV π λλλπ λ ≅= , at Compton length equally with the penetration length
λλ =C , that results

3
0

2

)(
)(
∗= e

C

VE
λε                                                              (2.c)

With V as above is obtained ][1098.1 15 TcEB qq ×=≅ , where 23109.5 ×=qqE  with eq. 
(1.a),  that are identically with the above values, indubitable meaning that this force 
creates the spacetime curvature and this is equilibrated by the gravity charge, see below. 
The cosmological time being ][105 61 scH −− ×==τ ;  sdt 1610 −= ; and the necessary 
volume is ][107.2 3313 mNV cpairsnecessary ×=×= λ , 
, and the available volume is; ][108.2)( 3393 maVavailable ×== .  
The curvature radius from eq. (2) with GeVV 1.2= becomes ][722 mR = . 
The total energy is JEU

701079 1029.11038.3108.3 ×=×⋅×= − , near the value calculated 
above.
Where, ][106.3 13 mcmC

−
∗ ×== λ ,                                      

, that result the quarks pairs of mass: MeVkgm 52.0][102.9 31 →×= −
∗  

][10101 mH end =− ; 16
_ 108.5 ×=quarksenda ; ][107.1 71 mk end

−− ×= ; 6.46=N ; st 33=  
][10 2711 mkH leaveleave

−−− == , st 251035.3 −×=
GeVaende

413 102.5103 −×=×=ε , KT 10102.1 ×=                                                    
791069

_
69 108.3108.31010 ×≅×⋅=⋅= − productionBHendpairs Vn µ  , where 

][109.3 310
_ mV productionBHend ×=− µ      is determined in section 2.1.

The necessary volume is ][108.1 3423 mNV cpairsnecessary ×=×= λ , 
, and the available volume is; ][109.1)( 3503 maVavailable ×== .  
The curvature radius from eq. (1) becomes ][102.1 9 mR ×= . 
The electric field  with eq. (1a) ][105.1 9 TB ×= ; ][104.4 17 CNE ×= . The average 
magnitude of the electric field inside the quark as for the model electron is  with equation 
(4) from [1a]:

4
0

6
λπ ε
cE =〉〈                                                

, it results ][107.5 17 CNE ×=〉〈 , for electrons of ][107.3 13 mcmeC
−×≅= λ

Also, after light decoupling (at Recombination- H atoms forming) when the Thomson 
scattering with electrons reaction rate Ten σγ =Γ becomes smaller than the expansion 
rate, the photons do not scatter any more, theirs distribution freezes and redshifts ( z ) 
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with the expansion. The recombination it was reconfirmed to occur at K3000≈ , 
1100≈z   at CMBR time. 

b) A strong prove of the model basis- the free neutron decay

In the following, we will use some results of above section , but where
][183.2 mecmC −== ∗λ , the effective mass is 

2825 101.1811044.1 ×=→=→×= −
∗ EGeVVkgm , the critical field being

][101.1105.3 2828
32

CNE
e

cm
Ec ×=>×≅= ∗


; ][107.3 19 TcEB ×== . 

From the above section (2.3), are used the bosons ±W pairs  generated inside the 
nucleons as due  of one quark uuu ↔  resultant 3×  flux tubes vortex potential , see 
figure (1.b), respectively GeVmc 812 ≅=ε -  which after the  release of an electron that it 
getting the final beta energy as been equally to the out of barrier turning point after  the 
tunneling, and accounting for the valence nucleons interactions (shell-energy levels). The 
number of assaults of the barrier, like in Gamow theory [20, 21] is innerba Rvn = ; where 
the velocity is ( ) smmvb

821 103.22 ×=≅ ε , where, the inner radius of the barrier is
][105.3 17 mbRinner

−×=≅ , see below. For only one of the three vortex-flux tubes ( gqq ) 
we have: GeVJmeB 25][104 9 → ≅×≅= −ε , with the above )(B  which is obtained 
from eq.(1.a) with the resultant potential GeVV 81= , that corresponds to GeVm qq 29≅  
from 4.1a,  the energy of the particle for the first Landau level (as above), and we can see 
that it  results to be equally with  31≈  rest mass of the ±W , that resulting 

124105.7 −×≅ sna . 

In case of WKB  [20], the transmission coefficient is r
QVm

T ∆
−

=


2
2 , and the decay 

constant T
a en −=Γ . 

For the thick barrier the transmission coefficient is   b
mQ

v
QbT



2
22 ππ ==  ; 

, where, the kinetic energy of the particle after the barrier at b   is 2

2
1 mvQ ≡ ,

][105.32 17 mdb b
−×== π , see below, that results 63=T ; and the decay constant 

ss 324103 13 → ≅×=Γ −−

To “materialize” a virtual 
−+ − ee  pair in a constant electric field E  the separation d  

must be sufficiently large  22mceEd =
Probability for separation d  as a quantum fluctuation






 −=





−=










−∝

E
E

Ee
cmdP cr

Compton
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exp2expexp
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The emission (transmission through barrier) is sufficient for observation when crEE ≈ , 

with 221 mcQ = , results
C

bmcbT
λ
ππ 22 ≅=


, or 

π2bdb ≅ .       
Now, by using the Schwinger effect as in section 2.1 , the number of ±W pairs produced 
inside the nucleon (more inside of the only one resultant flux tube , see figures 1.a; 1.b) 
due of  the potential resultant )(3 gqqvortexuu ×↔  of GeVV 80= , results as 

avol nsVVRsR ≈×=×= − 118103.2 , where ]1[102 371 smVR ×=  and the  volume is 

bCvol VmV ≥×≅≅ − ][1024.1)( 3533λ , the penetration length  being ][103.2 18 mC
−×=λ , 

and  for a four-volume of ][105.9 3804 smcC
−×≅λ  , results as a permanently rate 

pairsWR ±−≅ 810 . To note, that in the previously version of the work [1a], we have used 
for GeVvevV 247.. == , and since with this value it results ][103.3 20 TB ×=  and the 
velocity of W  bosons resulted to be    88 10986.2102.7 ×=>×= cvb , greater than c , that 
it was not acceptable, so it renounced to consider an external Higgs field vev .. . Otherwise, 
if this field existed, that means the Universe it remained at about ][05.0 mR = .
Thus, it results a main conclusion of this investigation, namely, that the “interacting” 
potentials inside the nucleons are that were already established in [8a], respectively

GeV80≅  around  the valence quarks ( du, ) which it seems to be “locked” at the 
electroweak symmetry breaking ( GeV100≈ ); that of the Giant Vortex (see the insert in 
fig. 1.a) at the center of the triangle-the Higgs boson GeVH 125= ; and that resulting 
from interaction of  ×2  interpairs of flux tubes as been the neutral boson GeVZ 90= . 
Therefore,  in other words is proved that all the time inside the nucleon are available 

±− W810  pairs that seems to corresponds to the “weak interaction” coupling constant 710 −

,  which is absorbed or emitted by the  quarks ,  resulting an +e , or −e   which help the 
quarks transformation like )( du → , respectively )( ud →  for beta-decay. In our 
understanding, the  created  electron takes the energy at the turning point out of the 
barrier equally with the electron itself for unbounded neutrons, or that of  the binding 
energy of nucleon in isotope nucleus, when  it passes  the barrier of  gluon condensate 
characterized by an quantum tunneling suppression given as:  ( ) 22103.7exp −×≅∆ Ε− τ
, where, as  the lifetime of ±W  being s25103 −×≅τ . Here, ∆ Ε  corresponds to the height 

of gluon condensate barrier, due of the phase slip with ϕπ −2  and of a 0Φ  energy 
release as: bdcE 0

2
0

2 εΦ=∆ ; 161098.1 −×=≅ Cb kd λ , 85=k , where the Compton length 
is just the penetration length  for ±W  pair ][103.2 18 mC

−×=λ  , or in other words just the 
barrier size, and GeVGeVJ 253100][106.1 8 ×≈→×=∆ Ε − as for 3×  sea quarks color 
flux tubes, see figures 1.a; 1.b. The value of the resulting flux tube it remains as in 
(4.2.a), respectively of GeV4.0 as the string strength.
Next, we have calculated the color gluons pair’s production rate from the free photons. 
For that, we consider  the initial results of Sauter, Heisenberg and Euler  and Weisskopf , 
where,  in a seminal work Schwinger  derived a central result of strong-field quantum 
electrodynamics, namely, the rate per unit volume of pair creation R  in a constant and 
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uniform electric field of strength E , when this electric field E  is induced by quarks  
pairs as ex-Micro-black-holes,  of leading order behavior [13], 

( )EEcEER crcr ππλ −= − exp*)8)(()( 1342
                                    

or 1< <crEE , positron charge e , mass m , Compton wave-length mc=λ   and so-
called “critical” electric field 

ecmEcr
32=                                                                                    

Thus, the probability (rate) to produce ±± → eW , into a more simple way- without the 
external interactions of the neutron (free-not bounded),   is given as: 

sssERV 612][582107.1)exp( 21
13 ≈≅→×≅∆− −− ττ  , that corresponds for free 

neutrons decay )( −β  by emission of an electron and an electron antineutrino to become a 
proton eepn ν++→ −+0 , with  half-life of s611 , and MeVvmQ e 5.02 ==−β .
Now, the energy corresponding to crE  is much higher than E , respectively as from eq. 
(1.a): ( )3

0
2

ComptoncrEv λε=  , mcCompton =λ ; 2mcv == ε or 

GeVvM
e

ccm
cme

cm
v W

W

W 8008010
44

4
4

4
2

0
2

0
33

3

22

64

=×≅→≅==
π απ

πε
π

π ε 


, 

137
1

4 0

2

==
c

e
π ε

α

, since 10
101.1
105.3)(

2

28

28
2 ≅





×
×=EEc .

In the classic understanding of  −β  disintegration eepn ν++→ − , in ours understanding 
this occurs when one of the down quarks )(d  in the neutron )(udd  transforms into an up 
quark )(u  due of interacting with the charge of +W  boson of the pair ±W , transforming 
the neutron into a proton )(uud . In mean time the other part of this pair −W  boson decays 
into an electron and an electron antineutrino eeuududd ν++→ − . Probable the claimed 
energy of boson −W  is the same as to be the necessarily energy to traverse the gluonic 
barrier, when it decays into −e  at the end. 
The free neutron decay
Consequently, for the −β  decay process, the energy combines well with the existing one, 
that releasing an electron which penetrates the barrier:

eeuWWud ν++→++→ −−+

)33()32()33()31( eeeueeed −++=++− −+  
, since −− → eW , and ++ → eW
In case of  +β  decay, it can only happen inside nuclei when the daughter nucleus has a 
greater binding energy (and therefore a lower total energy) than the mother nucleus. The 
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difference between these energies goes into the reaction of converting a proton into a 
neutron, a positron and a neutrino and into the kinetic energy of these particles. 
Thus, an opposite process to the above negative beta decay,  +β  decay of nuclei (only 
bounded proton) when eenp ν++→ + , or eeuddWWuudenergy ν++→+++ +−+

, or,  )33()31()33()32( eeedenergyeeeu +− +−=+−+ .
For  free proton decay an  added energy it seems to be necessarily to reduce the barrier 
width to  ][109 17 md b

−×=  , when the production rate is: 
][10107)exp( 28

21
129 ssERV ≅→×≅∆− −− ττ  ,  respectively,  an  increase   to 

GeVJE 225][105.3 8 ≥×=∆ −  from  GeVJE 100][106.1 8 →×=∆ − ,  as  for  the  free 
neutron,  or near GeVvev 247.. =≥ , like at LHC when the gluonic “cover” of  protons it 
was “melted  (at  least  2  gluons)”,  and the resulted difference  )125100225( GeV=−≅  
being just that of the Higgs boson (a quanta of energy!) which it was, in this spectacular 
way “released” [8a] as γ22 →g . 
In the process of electron capture, one of the orbital electrons, usually from  K  or  L  
electron shell, is captured by a proton in the nucleus, forming a neutron and an electron 
neutrino.
    enep ν+→+ −     
About others calculations of beta decay processes of different isotopes, see the author’s 
work [8a].

3. The production of the polaritons as origin of dark energy

To remember some well-known steps of Universe evolution: Lepton epoch: Between 1 
second and 10 seconds after the Big BangThe majority of hadrons and anti-hadrons 
annihilate each other at the end of the hadrons epoch, leaving leptons and anti-leptons 
dominating the mass of the universe. Approximately 10 seconds after the Big Bang the 
temperature of the universe falls to the point at which new lepton/anti-lepton pairs are no 
longer created and most leptons and anti-leptons are eliminated in annihilation reactions, 
leaving a small residue of leptons. 

Reionization: 150 million to 1 billion years after the Big Bang

The first stars and quasars form from gravitational collapse. The intense 
radiation they emit reionizes the surrounding universe. From this point 
on, most of the universe is composed of plasma.

The reionization is the process that reionized the matter in the universe after the "dark 
ages", and is the second of two major phase transition of gas in the universe. As the 
majority of baryonic matter is in the form of hydrogen, reionization usually refers to the 
reionization of hydrogen gas. 
The second phase change occurred once objects started to condense in the early universe 
that were energetic enough to ionize neutral hydrogen. As these objects formed and 
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radiated energy, the universe reverted from being neutral, to once again being an ionized 
plasma. This occurred between 150 million and one billion years after the Big Bang (at a 
redshift 6 < z < 20). At that time, however, matter had been diffused by the expansion of 
the universe, and the scattering interactions of photons and electrons were much less 
frequent than before electron-proton recombination. Thus, a universe full of low density 
ionized hydrogen will remain transparent, as is the case today.
While observations have come in which narrow the window during which the epoch of 
reionization could have taken place, it is still uncertain which objects provided the 
photons that reionized the IGM. To ionize neutral hydrogen, an energy larger than 13.6 
eV is required, which corresponds to photons with a wavelength of 

Hzcnm 159 102.3102.912.91 ×≅×→≅ − or shorter. This is in the ultraviolet part of the 
electromagnetic, which means that the primary candidates are all sources which produce 
a significant amount of energy in the ultraviolet and above. How numerous the source is 
must also be considered, as well as the longevity, as protons and electrons will recombine 
if energy is not continuously provided to keep them apart. Altogether, the critical 
parameter for any source considered can be summarized as its "emission rate of 
hydrogen-ionizing photons per unit cosmological volume". With these constraints, it is 
expected that quasars and first generation stars and galaxies were the main sources of 
energy. 

Dwarf galaxies

Dwarfs galaxies are currently the primary candidate source of ionizing photons during the 
epoch of reIonization. A new study shows that dwarf galaxies contributed nearly 30% of 
the ultraviolet light during the process of reIonization. 

Quasars

Quasars, a class of active galactic nuclei (AGN), were considered a good candidate 
source because they are highly efficient at converting mass to energy, and emit a great 
deal of light above the threshold for ionizing hydrogen

The cosmological constant Λ

A cosmological constant has negative pressure, 2cp ρ−=  which contributes to the stress-
energy tensor that, according to the general theory of relativity, causes accelerating 
expansion.

The resulting vacuum energy is constant and given by the cosmological constant, see eq. 
(2), it is often expressed as 10−52 m−2, 10−35 s−2, 10−47 GeV4. 

The current density of the observable universe is of the order of 9.44 x 10−27kg m−3 and 
the age of the universe is of the order of 13.8 billion years, or 4.358 x 1017s.

To note the one of the proposed form for dark energy is the cosmological constant.  The 
dark-energy-dominated era began after the matter-dominated era, i.e. when the Universe 
was about 9.8 billion years old. As other forms of the matter – dust and radiation – 
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dropped to very low concentrations, the cosmological constant term started to dominate 
the energy density of the Universe. The Dark Ages are currently thought to have lasted 
between 150 million to 800 million years after the Big Bang.
In order to demonstrate this breakthrough hypothesis, in the following I extract 
information from the large literature on polaritons. 
A quantum well (QW) is a potential well with only discrete energy values. In quantum 
physics, potential energy may escape a potential well without added energy due to 
the probabilistic characteristics of quantum particles; in these cases a particle may be 
imagined to tunnel through the walls of a potential well.

In Earth experiments [16], the cavity-photon effective mass, it is typically on the order of 
em510 − .

Excitons, which result from the Coulomb attraction of one conduction electron and one 
valence hole, are known to exhibit a bosonic behavior.
The term polariton was introduced by J. J. Hopfield [3] cited in [16] in order to describe 
coupling between light (photons) and electric dipoles (excitons) in bulk crystals. 
Polaritons have been recently demonstrated to exhibit a number of fundamental physical 
effects: condensation, superfluidity, parametric scattering, quantized vortices and dark 
oblique solitons.
Strong coupling between photons and excitons is most efficient when the values of their 
energies and momenta in the cavity are in resonance. The coupling between excitons and 
photons is determined by the oscillator strength of the exciton and the amplitude of the 
cavity photon electropotential  at the location of the QW. If the coupling strength is 
greater than the width of the cavity photon and exciton mode the so-called strong 
coupling regime occurs. In this regime energy oscillates between the exciton and the 
cavity photon mode resulting in the formation of hybrid lightmatter quasiparticles termed 
polaritons. These oscillations are called Rabi oscillations. The Rabi frequency is defined 

as 



0, Ed ji •

=Ω

, where jid ,


  is the transition dipole moment (is the electric dipole moment) for the ji →  

 transition and 00 ˆEeE =


 is the vector electric field amplitude which includes the 
polarization. The numerator has dimensions of energy, so dividing by   gives an angular 
Rabi frequency which  is a characteristic of the coupling energy between the excitons and 
the photons in the cavity. In the simple case of two point charges, one with charge +q and 
the other one with charge −q, the electric dipole moment p is qdp = , where d the 
displacement vector is pointing from the negative charge to the positive charge.
In Ref. [16], the disorder traps are estimated to have a depth meVE 5.00 ≅ and size

ma µ3≅ , which with a polariton mass of emm 410 −≅  yields a trap frequency

HzmeVmaE 1422
0 1032.0 ×=→≅= ωω  ; 

In our case  with  the trap energy of QW as (see below!) at Ionization 
meVJEE trap 10][105.1 21

0 →×== − ; and when the polariton mass results to be of 
][106.1 38 kgmm polarit

−×== , and the QW width of ][102 5 ma −×= , results 
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Hz13104.1 ×=ω , the same value of frequency from QW evolution near Reionization 
time (shown before) respectively when ][104.1 7 TB −×≅ , also, the temperature of the 
arrived Ionization photons being  KT 100= , as resulted from interaction of photons with 
the electron and positron  pair −+ ee  generated at Reionization by Schwinger effect, all to 
compose QW, which  are near equally : εεε == 21 , and so the “arrived” energies here of 
the  photons: ][105.1101048.1 2121

21 JmeVcavity
−− ×→=≤×=== εεϖϖ γ . 

That corresponds with Rabi frequency in our QW, of Hz
qdE 120 106.4 ×==Ω


, where, 

the electric field result to be (see bellow) of ][1400 CNE = ; and ad ≅ .
Therefore, with these results, the situation at Reionization time when the polaritons 
condensate and “leaks” polarized photons is very similarly with the discovery on Earth 
experiments. 

The trap energy is 2

22

mL
Etrap

π= ,  for our QW results eVJEtrap 09.0][104.1 20 →≅×= − ε

Exciton polaritons are two-dimensional quasi particles, which result from the strong 
coupling between excitons confined in the QWs and photon modes confined in the 
microcavity.
The strong light-matter coupling in the microcavity system exhibits anti-crossing 
behavior as a split to two polariton branches: upper polaritons (UPs) and lower polaritons 
(LPs) showed in Fig. 4 from [17].  The energy difference between two branches is named 
as vacuum-Rabi splitting (Ω), adopting from atom-cavity terminologies. 

When the un-coupled exciton and photon are at resonance, cavexc EE = , lower and upper 
polariton energies have the minimum separation 22106.4 −×≅Ω=− LPUP EE , which is 
often called the `Rabi splitting' in analogy to the atomic cavity Rabi splitting, as 
mentioned before. Due of the coupling between the exciton and photon modes, the new 
polariton energies is anti-cross when the cavity energy is tuned across the exciton energy. 
This is one of the signatures of 'strong coupling’. When Ω> >− exccav EE , the polariton 
energies reduce to the same as photon and exciton energies due to the very large detuning 
between the two modes, and polariton is no longer a useful concept. As discussed in 
section 3.5 of [17], an internal polariton of certain k  decays with a fixed rate )(kLPγ   to 
an external photon mode at certain angle θ  with the same energy )(kELP  and in plane 
wavenumber k . Polariton decays in the form of emitting a photon with the same ⇑k  and 
total energy UPLPE ,=ω . 
Hence dynamical and statistical properties of polaritons are directly conveyed to the 
external photon flux; polaritons are directly and conveniently studied by their 
photoluminescence (which should be distinguished from the conventional 
photoluminescence due to radiative recombination of a quasi-particle).
In current semiconductor samples, we have pscav 101÷=γ  and nsexciton 1≅γ , hence the 

polariton lifetime is mainly determined by the cavity photon lifetime cavLP C γγ 2≅ , and 

Hopfield coefficient 2.0≅C  for the case Ω=∆ 2 , and 1][0 −
⇑ = mk µ .
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The emission of a photon preserves the polariton energy and in-plane wave vector. 
Therefore, the detected photons carry direct information of the polaritons. The intensity 
of the emission is proportional to the instantaneous polariton population, and the quantum 
statistical properties of the emission replicate those of the polaritons. 
Thus, excitonic systems studied through optical methods are always open systems: 
excitons are continuously created by optical pumping and then recombine, emitting 
photons.
The sample from figure 2.of [18] is composed of 12 GaAs quantum wells integrated in a 

2
λ

–thick AlAs  microcavity. The sample is excited non-resonantly at normal incidence 

with a pulsed Ti-Sapphire laser (spot size mµ4 ). The excitation wavelength of the laser is 
set to be about meV80≈  above the lower polariton energy, and the pulse width of the 
laser is about ps4≈  with a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The sample is held at KT 6=  in a 
helium flow cryostat and a potential up to TB 5=  can be applied in Faraday-
configuration along the growth axis of the structure. The selected device comprises a 
detuning between microcavity photon energy CE and QW exciton energy XE  givens as 

meVEE XC 7−=−=δ  , the Rabi-splitting is determined to meVERS 12= , and an 
exciton-energy of  eVE X 550.1=  was extracted.

3.1 Polaritons Production at Recombination-CMBR Time

We apply again the Schwinger formalism as for fermions production (4.2b), i.e.  excitons 
pairs −+ ee .
The external field as been induced by gluons (photons) becomes: eVV 5.0=  and from 
eq. (1.a) results:

][103.4 5 CNE g ×≅ ,  due of color magnetic off-diagonal gluons (photons)  condensate 
in  QW , where: 

KkTmcm BBroglieexcexciC 2760][105108.7 67
_ ==←×=<×== −− ελλ  ; 

Hz141022.8 ×=ω ; eVaV 5.01011 ≅==ε
, and respectively, from eq. (1.a) at a more deep penetration

7
_

7
_ 106.3108.7 −− ×=>×= gCexciC λλ , 

][106.4 4 TcEB exci
−×=≅ , where ][103.4 5 CNEexci ×=   

The effect of the potential  B  is the same as shifting the effective mass  
)12(24242 σ−++= jcqBcmcm eexc   , where ge mm 46.0≅ , for fermions for each Landau 

level, and eVkgmexc 23.0][103.4 37 →×= − , the mass of excitons.
The Compton space-time volume of QW 

][102.1)( 3333 smcV CCCompton
−×=×= λλ , 

the critical field ][104.1 5
32

CN
e

cm
E exc

c ×==


;  ][104 221 mH end ×=− ; 20102×=enda ; 

from eq. (7) results ][2051 mkend =− ;  ][10 2911 mkH leaveleave
−−− == , 1.72)1ln( == endaN  to 
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match the iterations cycle: NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ − 1εν . The 
Universe radius from eq. (7) ][101.4][102.1 1322 stmR ×=→×=
Therefore,   the photons “pumping power” is

kgmeVJ g
3720 1095.0][102.8 −− ×=→→×≅ε , as the cavity energy cavityE

, here is considered Brogliecd λλ ≈≅  as the width of QW.
      
With these values it results from eq. (10), the number of  excitons pairs ( ee ) created in 
QW as ][10 1332 −−=Γ smVCJWKB . 

If the pairs production volume is  ][108.41)( 3724 sm
c

aVmatter ×==  , 
603 103.7)( ×== aVnecessary , 62381 107.410 ×=×= CavabileV λ

and the total mass  after photons-excitons interaction is 
][10101.910 443781 KgM polaritons ≅××= − .

3.2 Polaritons Production at Reionization Time 

If we considered that the fermions are entirely consumed at Recombination, and any 
others are not possibly to be generated,  a new source  of electrons and photons seem to 
be necessarily in order to assure the Universe further expansion into accelerated mode as 
it was found after 8.5 billions years.
Thus, later (9.8 billions years) appears the Reionization of the neutral hydrogen, when an 
energy larger than 13.6 eV is required, which corresponds to photons with a wavelength 
of 91.2 nm or shorter. This is in the ultraviolet part of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
which means that the primary candidates are all sources which produce a significant 
amount of energy in the ultraviolet and above. Altogether, the critical parameter for any 
source considered can be summarized as its "emission rate of hydrogen-ionizing photons 
per unit cosmological volume”. With these constraints, it is expected that quasars and 
first generation stars and galaxies were the main sources of energy.
We apply again the Schwinger formalism as for fermions.
Therefore,   the external field as been induced by _ee + pairs obtained after  ionization of 
H,  meVVE 10=→  and from eq. (1.a;1b)  results ][104.1 2 CNE g ×≅  for  the 
condensate of  the  free photons in  QW , where: 

KkTmcm BBroglieexcexciC 107][102.1103.4 45
_ ==←×=<×== −− ελλ  ; 

Hz13105.1 ×=ω ; meVaV 101011 ≅==ε
][105.1 7 TcEB exci

−×=≅ , where ][44 CNEexci =   
The effect of the potential  B  is the same as shifting the effective mass  

)12(24242 σ−++= jcqBcmcm eexc   , where ge mm 46.0≅ , for fermions for each Landau 
level, and meVkgmexc 4][106.7 39 →×= − , the mass of excitons.
The Compton space-time volume of QW 
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][10)( 3263 smcV CCCompton
−=×= λλ , 

the critical field ][455
32

CN
e

cm
E exc

c ==


; 

yearssmH end
917251 108.9103][109 ×↔×→×=− ; 2210=enda ; 

stmR 1725 103.1][108.3 ×=→×= from eq. (7) results ][103.8 31 mk end ×=− ; 
][10 2911 mkH leaveleave

−−− == , we chose 8.75=N  to match the iterations cycle: 
NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ − 1εν ; 

Therefore,   the photons “pumping power” is
meVJ 10][104.1 21 →×≅ −ε , as the cavity energy cavityE

, here is considered Brogliecd λλ ≈≅  as the width of QW.
With these values it results from eq. (10) the number of QW excitons pairs ( −+ ee ) 
created as ]1[10 325 smVJWKB =Γ   
      
Thus,  the number of  excitons pairs created  as 

particlesVVN CCJWKBexcit
808181 104.114.01010 ×≅×=×Γ×= . 

If the pairs production volume is  ][106.41)( 3794 sm
c

aVmatter ×==  , endaa = ; 

][1015.1)( 3673 mNV excitnecessary ×=×= λ , the available volume is today
][103.1)( 3663 maVavailbe ×== , 

 and the total mass  after photons-excitons interaction is 
][103.2106.1104.1 423880 kgM polaritons ×=×××= − .

Therefore, with the Quantuum Potential  after reionization: meVaend 101011 ==ε , it 
results KTc 100= , Hz13104.1 ×=ν .
 
3.3. Today
Today we have GeVaV end

12105 −×==ε , 22102 ×=enda  , ][103 261 mH end ×=− ;; 
stmR 1726 109.3][1016.1 ×=→×= from eq. (7) results ][107.1 41 mk end ×=− ; 

][10 2911 mkH leaveleave
−−− == , we chose 5.76=N  to match the iterations cycle: 

NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ − 1εν ; 
][1045.0][109.8 2340 JmeVkgmexc

−− ×→→×=
KkTmcm BBroglieexcexciC 88.2][107.4107.3 34

_ ==←×=<×== −− ελλ 

][105.4 1 CNE g ×≅ , ][105.4 9 TB −×=   ][150 CNEcr = ; Hz11104×=ω  
][105.6)( 3233 smcV CCCompton

−×=×= λλ
With these values it results from eq. (10) the number of QW excitons pairs ( −+ ee ) 
created as ]1[10 322 smVJWKB =Γ .  
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With these values it results from eq. (10), the number of  excitons pairs created  as 
particlesVVN CCJWKBexcit

8023228081 108.8105.61035.11010 ×≅××××=×Γ×= − . 

If the pairs volume is  ][103.41)( 3804 sm
c

aVmatter ×==  , 

][108.6)( 3663 mNV excitnecessary ×=×= λ , the available volume is today
][108.6)( 3663 maVavailbe ×== , 

and  Using the definition of redshift provided
now

CMBR

then

now

a
a

z
λ

λ
==+1 ; 

2055
10.4
1022.8

11

14

=
×

×=z

Therefore,  the isotropically ancestral photons keeps the imagine of Universe at CMBR 
time,   the production of  the new polaritons can continues with the light emitted by 
different stars (galaxies)  which interact in Quantum Well of cT , that increases the 

anisotropy of radiation Ionization   ρ
ρ∆≅∆

T
T

, viewed especially around stars and 

galaxies. The interaction of polaritons with other lights it producing a blue shift, in this 
way these clouds are observed around galaxies. 
All the calculated values (mass, energy, dimensions) correspond with that were obtained 
into the Earth experiments for some semiconductors, as shown before. That strengths our 
hypothesis that these composed particles equivalent energy represent the dark energy, 
that accelerates  the expansion of the  Universe. Also, only with such type of QW, it 
could be produced the necessary number of such particles into a continuously mode.
Using the upper limit of the cosmological constant, the vacuum energy in a cubic meter 
of free space has been estimated to be 10−9 [J]. 
In our case with the data calculated before, we have: 

][105
][107

1)108.8(104 39
366

8023 mJ
mtodaypolariton

−−
− ×=

×
×××=ε , 

that corresponds to the density of dark energy (6.91 × 10−27 kg/m3) as 
32617929 10510105105 mkgc −−− ×≅×=× .

It is known that the cosmological constant is 446 ][10 GeV−=Λ , in our case with the 
polariton energy today  we have: 4464124 106)105()( GeVGeVtodaypolariton

−−
− ×=×==Λ ε . 

4. Conclusions

The decay of ex-Micro-black-holes of number 8010≈ as −+ ee   quarks pairs which can 
generate the external electrical field ( E ) to condensate the free photons resulting from 
radiating of the Micro-black-holes as gluons  of near  the number ( 8010≈ )  and together 
with the  gluon components ( B ) both contribute to  produce  expansion rates (curvature) 
of Universe as expressed through the Hubble length from Einstein Equation when  the 
energy density is of the form 222 cEB =≈ρ . 
It is confirmed the timeline of Universe.
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Then, the inverse value of  B  penetration length by E  is just the bosons ±W mass at high 
densities, respectively, the effective non-abelian color  magnetic gluon mass at QCD 
densities. Also, it was shown that this model construction inherently permits the existence 
of an Quantum Well (QW ) inside,  as to be necessarily for polaritons production in order 
to push continuously the space-time till the today curvature, and finally,  to obtain the 
value of the cosmological constant as based on the polariton mass of meV4≈  at 
reionization and,  respectively  today of meV5.0 : 

4464124 106)105()( GeVGeVtodaypolariton
−−

− ×=×==Λ ε , the radiation frequencies  at 
CMB time being Hz14108.3 ×=ν  ; KT 2830= ; ][10 6 m−=λ  (infrared), and  today 

Hz11109.3 ×=ν , KT 7.2= , and   mm4.0=λ (microwaves). 
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	Reionization: 150 million to 1 billion years after the Big Bang
	The first stars and quasars form from gravitational collapse. The intense radiation they emit reionizes the surrounding universe. From this point on, most of the universe is composed of plasma.

